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LE
DIVINE
DESIGN

TAKE A PEEK INSIDE THESE POSH ABODES WHERE THREE INTERIOR
DESIGNERS TAKE CENTER STAGE IN THEIR FAVORITE STYLE-PACKED SPACES

NF INTERIORS
GREAT FALLS, VIRGINIA

F

or Natascha Folens, life in the
country has its perks. Situated just
40 miles outside of D.C. in Great
Falls, Virginia, sits a picturesque
colonial manse in a sea of acres
upon acres of rich greenery, complete
with three stables and a riding ring for
her family’s horses. Yet, despite the innate
beauty of the isolated estate, the Belgianborn interior designer knows that her
home foils the expectations of many. Step
inside the cozy domain and any thoughts
of conventionality are immediately erased.
A mix of European antiquities and cozy,
contemporary furnishings effortlessly mesh
with its traditional American backdrop to
create a dazzling ode to high style.
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When Folens, owner and operator of
NF Interiors, and boyfriend Luc Dejager
began the search for their dream home,
the retreat’s wide-open spaces and
country-home appeal ultimately won
them over. “We have a 200-year-old farm
home in Belgium that we completely
renovated and hoped to create that same
country feel in the suburbs of D.C.,” she
reveals. “I think the atmosphere is always
the most important element. I want my
kids to feel like they can enjoy their
childhood there, and Luc and I to feel
like we can unwind after a busy day.”
The home’s transformation began
with the addition of an expansive deck
and pool, followed by the designer’s
plan for a cozy interior space that can
quickly transition into a prime spot for
entertaining. “I want everyone who steps
into our house to feel at home,” muses
Folens. “We love to entertain, it’s in our
genes, and due to the long rainy months,
we spend a lot of time indoors.”
Indeed, the warm nature of the house
is as inviting as it is awe-inspiring. In the
soul of the home, this theme comes to
life through the warm, chocolate-hued
walls that envelope the living room and
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“I ALWAYS ENCOURAGE
MY CLIENTS TO COLLECT
ACCESSORIES AND THINGS
THAT ARE PERSONAL AND
INSPIRE THEM WHILE
TRAVELING. I THINK IT
HELPS DEFINE A HOME.”
-NATASCHA FOLENS
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dining room, while a larger family room
casts an inviting glow with plenty of
space for family relaxation time. Traveling
every month, Folens has acquired quite
an admirable collection of one-of-a-kind
pieces, including a 200-year-old wooden
support beam that now serves as a
mantel. “I am constantly exposed to new
cultures and ideas, and in a way I want to
use all of the things I love from all over the
world into my home,” says the designer.
“I always encourage my clients to collect
accessories and things that are personal
and inspire them while traveling. I think it
helps define a home.”
But as sensational as Folens’ mixture
of new and found objects is, her real
achievement can be found in the
basement-turned-spa area of the home.
A steam room, shower, bar, fireplace
and glass-enclosed wine cellar replaced
what was once additional bedrooms.
After a cold day outside, Folens admits
that it’s the family’s favorite place to be.
Relying on her European resources,
the designer combines her artistic point
of view with a fun-loving approach to
family living. “It’s a kind of place that
inspires us to open a good bottle of
wine, cook a great meal and hang out
in the kitchen or on the deck and talk
about our day,” Folens divulges. “Even
after the most wonderful trips, it’s a place
that we love to come home to.”
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